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Abstract
The practice of sports teaching is the main direction and foundation of the effectiveness of sports innovation
course teaching, and it is also the process of arranging, testing and guiding teaching in the course of teaching.
However, at present, it is still urgent to solve the effectiveness analysis and quality evaluation of sports teaching
innovation. In the teaching work and practice of sports teaching innovation, a great deal of practical data
information needs to be stored, researched and analyzed. In the face of huge data estimation and understanding,
it is common to use manual processing at present, resulting in the poor expression and availability of these data.
This paper is aimed at how to make use of the large amount of data produced in the teaching practice efficiently
and reasonably, and puts forward a research model of effectiveness analysis and teaching quality evaluation of
innovative teaching of sports based on the idea of large data mining. It has been proved to be feasible and
scientific in the teaching practice.
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Teaching effectiveness analysis and teaching quality evaluation aim at education and teaching to achieve
the practical value of evaluation. This is a dynamic process (Speck, Ruzhitskaya, &, Whittington, 2012). The
effectiveness analysis of teaching and the evaluation of teaching quality need to be intuitively understood with
predetermined goals. The object of evaluation is all the teaching activities covering all the processes and actual
effects (Abrami et al., 2014). Intuitive thinking is a reasonable assessment of the possible impact of teaching
activities, to further change and develop teaching activities， constantly improve the educational management
system and ensure the effectiveness and advantages of the teaching (Tireneh, Cock, Weldeslassie, Elen, &
Janssen, 2016; Paasonen et al., 2014).
At present, many colleges and universities have begun to innovative course teaching of sports, and made
analysis and evaluation of teaching effectiveness and quality. The analysis and evaluation of teaching
effectiveness and teaching quality include the following aspects: evaluation method, evaluation organization,
evaluation index, evaluation statistics management, and feedback on the evaluation results (William, et al.,
2011; Notebaert, & Guskiewicz, 2015). In some colleges and universities, it is common to use executive
analysis, peer assessment, student assessment, and self-assessment (Fraas, Coughlan, Hart, & Mccarthy, 2014).
The vice principal of a university is always responsible for the evaluation of the teaching quality and Dean's
Office is responsible for the actual operation, with a teaching quality assessment committee established.
Assessment data statistics and management are usually based on student assessment, peer assessment, selfassessment and unified outcome of supervisor assessment (Quarrie et al., 2016; Grindel, Lovell, & Collins,
2011). However, the depth and breadth of the statistic and management of the above-mentioned evaluation data
are insufficient (Lynall, Laudner, Mihalik, & Stanek, 2013), and the strong effectiveness of the data generated
in the teaching practice is not fully exerted, without accurate analysis and evaluation of the teaching
effectiveness and quality.
This paper first analyzes and studies the effectiveness and quality of the teaching practice of sports
innovation course, analyzes the development trend of teaching quality evaluation, and then applies data mining
technology in the evaluation of teaching effectiveness and quality to describe the three main steps of data mining
application in teaching effectiveness and quality evaluation. Finally, the paper constructs the teaching
effectiveness and quality evaluation system and model of sports innovation course based on data mining by
means of analytic hierarchy process. At the same time, this paper discusses the feasibility and scientificity of
the teaching effectiveness and quality evaluation system and the model in the two aspects of learning evaluation
and classroom teaching evaluation.

Analysis on Teaching Effectiveness and Evaluation Trend of Sports Innovation
Course
The analysis and evaluation of teaching effectiveness and teaching quality of innovative course in sports
includes not only teaching attitude, teaching content, using method and practical effect, but also a teacher's
communication skills and overall level. The evaluation results feedback is usually communicated through the
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Dean’s Office and then sent to the teacher, while the results are reported to the management for further decisionmaking and teacher management.
More and more attention has been paid to the analysis and evaluation of teaching effectiveness and quality
in the sports innovative course in every university. At present, the analysis and evaluation of teaching
effectiveness and quality in most colleges and universities have the following trends.
The first trend, teaching content generalizes teaching effectiveness and quality evaluation. In the long run,
the evaluation of the innovative teaching effectiveness and quality of sports course in colleges and universities
are the potential to guide degrees and themselves to be influenced by normal teaching methods. Moreover, the
evaluation of teaching effectiveness is usually based on student test results. This method ignores the students'
mastery of relevant skills, practical teaching effect and teaching ability. Therefore, the evaluation of teaching
effectiveness and quality of teaching innovation course has drawn more and more attention from researchers
and professionals.
The second trend is the variation of teaching effectiveness evaluation methods. Due to the limitations of
innovative teaching methods and teaching practice evaluation methods, there is no perfect method for evaluating
the effectiveness and quality of each teaching work. In practical work practice, each analysis and evaluation
method has its own advantages and disadvantages, with limited scope of use. In order to ensure the evaluation
of teaching effectiveness and quality, an organic and unified comprehensive evaluation method of quantity and
quality is put forward by rational and intuitive education. During the evaluation period, the evaluator and the
evaluated person evaluate the progress. This can facilitate the development of each evaluation without
inconvenience and with greater rationality and effectiveness.
The third trend is the diversification of teaching effectiveness and quality evaluation. The important feature
of innovative course teaching in sports is the subject of multidisciplinary evaluation. This means that the simple
teaching department is transformed into the cooperation of managers and peer teachers, and the society, students
and teachers can evaluate more comprehensively and objectively. Students and teachers are the main objects of
teaching evaluation.

Application of Data Mining in the Analysis and Research of Innovative Course
Teaching Effectiveness
There are different interpretations of data mining from its emergence to the present. Generally speaking,
data mining is the capture and induction of a large amount of data. Data mining is like gold washed from the
sand, so it is also known as gold mine. Usama M. Fayyad and other partners summed up the data mining
industry. Data mining filters out unobvious, unknown, and useful knowledge from huge amounts of data.
Although these messages are unknown, they are valuable for mining. The current data mining is summarized
through the function. Data mining is the process of searching for interesting rules through a large number of
data messages. Data mining is the integration of various advanced technologies, including the application of
database, database technology, statistics, machine learning, mathematical statistics, neural network and other
related interdisciplinary branches with expansibility.
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The process of data mining is divided into three steps. First, collect and pre-process the data. Then, the data
mining method is used to model the pre-processed data. Combining with the teaching practice of sports
innovation course, this paper introduces in detail the process of data analysis on the teaching effectiveness and
quality of sports innovation course based on data mining.
Step 1: Collect and pre-process the data. The data such as student achievement data, teacher classroom
teaching achievement data, and so on can be extracted from the database of relevant management departments
in colleges and universities. After the raw data is obtained, noise data, vacancy data and inconsistent data
contained in the data are removed by using the data preprocessing technology, and the processed data is cleaned,
integrated and converted to obtain the data storage form which can be directly mined.
Step 2: Data modeling. By using the correlation analysis algorithm in data mining, this paper explores the
correlation between the students' examination results and the unknown factors such as students' personal
information, professional orientation, teachers’ information and so on. The clustering algorithm is used to
analyze the student's achievement data, and to observe the useful information reflected by the student's
achievement from various angles. This paper uses the classification algorithm to extract and mine the
relationship between the median value of each teacher's classroom teaching achievement and teacher's quality,
student's quality, scoring index setting, weight setting and students’ examination result.
Step 3: Explain the model. Solving different problems and forms with different data mining algorithms are
the results of different mining, such as decision tree classification algorithm based on decision tree mining
model is not a problem for data miners, but cannot manage actual fields, so it’s necessary to convert a decision
tree into text information that can be understood. The results of these interpretation mining will provide a basis
for decision-making that directly assists teachers and management decision-makers.

Evaluation Model of Sports Innovation Course Teaching
The analytical hierarchy process is a flexible, practical and simple multi-criteria decision analysis method.
The basic idea of analytical hierarchy process is to decompose a complex problem into layers and then transform
it into a quantitative analysis method. This method needs to establish the structure attribute of each factor that
affects the system, then compare the factors in each level, obtain the judgment matrix and the relative weight
of the previous hierarchy factor, and finally calculate the final value of the importance of each factor.
In the teaching practice of sports innovative course, the evaluation of teaching effectiveness and quality is
also a multi-index and multi-level evaluation problem. In the process of teaching effectiveness and quality
evaluation, it’s essential to consider the influence of various factors as well as the selection of various factors
at various levels, integrate the factors with similar influence result, take into account the distribution and
representativeness of influence factors, and add weighted weights to calculate the final value of each influencing
factor.
Based on the analysis of the factors of evaluating effectiveness and quality of the sports innovative course,
combining with the algorithm for weighting the various levels of the model in the above-mentioned analytic
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hierarchy process, this paper calculates the weights of the factors of each level in effectiveness and quality
evaluation.
First, the weight coefficient of the overall indexes of teaching quality is calculated. The factors such as
specialty and course construction, teachers' team, teaching conditions, teaching effect, teaching organization
and management are the main factors that affect the teaching effectiveness and quality of educational innovation
course. In order to calculate the weight coefficient of the overall indexes of the teaching effectiveness and
quality of sports innovation, firstly, the relative importance of the above factors that affect the effectiveness and
quality of sports innovation teaching should be compared to judge their relationship with the overall level of
teaching quality, that’s, the relative importance to the effectiveness and quality of sports innovation teaching.
According to the ratio of relative importance of indexes determined, the judgment matrix of effectiveness and
quality evaluation system of sports innovation teaching is constructed, as shown in the following table.
Table 1
Evaluation Index Judgment Matrix of Sports Innovative Teaching
Curriculum
Teacher
Teaching
development
training
conditions
Curriculum development
1
1/2
3
Teacher training
3
1
5
Teaching conditions
1/2
1/4
1
Teaching organization
2
1/2
5
Teaching effect
1/3
1/5
3

Teaching
organization
2
4
1/5
1
1/4

Teaching
effect
1/3
2
1/3
4
1

Then, taking classroom teaching quality evaluation as an example, the weight coefficient of each index is
calculated. Based on the analysis of the hierarchy diagram of effectiveness and quality evaluation of sports
innovation teaching, the importance value of each index in the criterion level with respect to target level in the
hierarchy of effectiveness and quality evaluation of sports innovation teaching is determined, so as to construct
the evaluation index judgment matrix of effectiveness and quality evaluation of physical education innovation
teaching.
In the end, accord to the relationship between the scheme level and the criterion level in the hierarchy of the
effectiveness and quality evaluation of sports innovation teaching, the relative importance degree of each
scheme relative to the specific goal is determined to construct the evaluation index judgment matrix of
effectiveness and quality evaluation of sports innovation teaching. During the effectiveness and quality
evaluation of sports innovation teaching, there are four indexes to evaluate the teaching method: student
evaluation, expert evaluation, peer teacher evaluation and teaching assistant evaluation. The matrix shown in
the following table can be established by comparing the relative importance of the evaluation results of teaching
methods by each evaluator.
Table 2
Sports Innovation Teaching Effectiveness Evaluation Teaching Method Evaluation Judgment Matrix
Student
Expert
Peer
Supplementary
Evaluation index
evaluation
evaluation
evaluation
evaluation
Student evaluation
1
1/2
1/3
1/4
Expert evaluation
2
1
1/4
1/2
Peer evaluation
3
4
1
2
Supplementary evaluation
2
3
1/3
1
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Based on the data mining technology, the effectiveness and quality evaluation of sports innovation teaching
can be made into a software system module, which mainly completes the data collection of the effectiveness
and quality evaluation of sports innovation teaching. Each evaluation participant can complete the evaluation
of the effectiveness and quality of the sports innovation teaching through the evaluation module corresponding
to the evaluation system, and input the evaluation result data into the database so as to provide data support for
the next evaluation. The main function of the management module of effectiveness and quality of sports
innovation teaching is to analyze and process the evaluation data, and it is composed of the evaluation and
processing module and data mining module of sports innovation teaching. The evaluation and processing
module is mainly used to analyze and collate the evaluation data of sports innovation teaching, and to calculate
and solve the evaluation results, and it is the most important part of the quality evaluation of sports innovation
teaching. Through the calculation of this module, we can get the result of the quality evaluation of sports
innovation teaching.
The data mining module mainly aims at the potential data information in the existing database, and carries
on the data mining and the comprehensive analysis in combination with the sports innovation teaching quality
evaluation result. The main function of the sports innovation teaching quality inquiry module is the feedback
of evaluation information, which is used for the inquiry of the evaluation result of sports innovation teaching
quality by sports innovation teaching related personnel. For different inquirers, the system will design different
inquiry authorities, including management decision-maker's inquiry of evaluation result, teacher's inquiry of
evaluation result, and student's inquiry of evaluation result.

Concluding Remarks
On the basis of in-depth analysis and research on the teaching effectiveness and quality of sports innovation
course, this paper analyzes the development trend of sports innovation teaching effectiveness and quality
evaluation. This paper introduces data mining technology into teaching effectiveness and teaching quality
evaluation, and expounds three steps of data mining application in teaching effectiveness and quality evaluation.
Finally, the paper constructs the teaching effectiveness and quality evaluation system and model of sports
innovation course based on data mining by means of analytic hierarchy process. From the aspects of learning
evaluation and classroom teaching evaluation, this paper discusses feasibility and scientificity of the teaching
effectiveness and quality evaluation system and model based on data mining, with a certain popularization
potential.
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